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Abstract. Divertor detachment is investigated on the Tokamak à Configuration
Variable (TCV) for conventional and alternative Double-Null (DN) magnetic
geometries in L-Mode, Ohmic density ramps and then compared to precisely
matched Single-Null (SN) geometries. The poloidal flux expansion at the outer
strikepoint(s) is varied by a factor 2 and the total flux expansion by 30% in
LSN and DN configurations. Leg power sharing for DN and near-DN in attached
conditions is in line with previous studies in other devices, with balanced power
partition between upper and lower divertor achieved for |δRsep| . λq/2. This
results in a reduction in the lower outer target integral and peak heat flux
compared to a LSN by 30%. Unlike previous studies, λq is fairly insensitive to
δRsep. The detachment threshold in these geometries is investigated from target
measurements with wall-embedded Langmuir probes and two-dimensional CIII
line emissivity profiles across the two divertor regions. DN plasmas display clear
benefits compared to their LSN counterparts. Transitioning from a LSN to DN
shows a substantial reduction, of approx. 20-25%, in the detachment threshold
for the active divertor legs as well as a 50% higher radiated fraction at all 〈ne〉.
The density limit is simultaneously reduced in DN by 10%–20%. Across the
explored range, poloidal flux expansion has only a small effect on the detachment
threshold in LSN (as seen in previous experiments), and no effect in DN, with
similar observations for the total flux expansion. In general, no strong benefits of
increased poloidal or total flux expansion are observed across the explored range.
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1. Introduction

The high power levels crossing the separatrix of
magnetically confined fusion plasmas, in combination
with a narrow Scrape-off Layer (SOL) width [1], make
the task of staying within acceptable target heat loads
extremely challenging for fusion reactors. Material
limits set the upper limit of the target heat fluxes to
10 − 20 MW/m

2
[2, 3, 4] for steady-state conditions.

If unmitigated, target heat fluxes in ITER and DEMO
are expected to be well above this value [5, 6]. Such
mitigation will require operation in a detached regime
[7, 8, 9], where most of the exhausted heat is dissipated
through radiation, and the plasma pressure along the
field lines in the SOL develops strong parallel gradients,
allowing access to low temperatures (below 5 eV) and
low particle fluxes at the targets [10, 9]. Detachment
is, however, associated with a cold radiative front that
can move along the leg from the target plates up
to the X-point and further into the confined plasma,
potentially resulting in confinement degradation or
disruption [11]. In recent years, significant effort
has been dedicated in developing advanced divertor
configurations that can facilitate the mitigation of the
target heat fluxes and in obtaining detached regimes
compatible with continued high core performance.
For this purpose, configurations such as the Super-X
[12], the X-Divertor [13] or the Snowflake [14] have
been proposed. However, these advanced magnetic
geometries generally address only the outer divertor leg
performance, whilst in a reactor, significant heat fluxes
will also impinge upon the inner targets. This issue
can be addressed by a Double-Null (DN) configuration.
By magnetically separating the outer and the inner
SOL, DN configurations allow power sharing between
two outer legs, and, possibly, with two radiation
fronts. Advanced divertor geometries may then be
applied to both active legs, further increasing the
expected benefits. In addition, depending upon the
degree of balance of the DN configuration, exhaust
can be equally distributed between the two exhaust
legs, whereas SN (Single-Nulls) configurations typically
favor one leg. DN configurations are being considered
for several reactor concepts, such as the European
DEMO [15, 16], the Korean K-DEMO [17] or ARC
[18].

DN configurations were explored in several devices
such as Alcator C-Mod [19], DIII-D [20, 21, 22], EAST
[23] and MAST [24]. A main focus of these studies was,

in general, the sharing of power between the divertor
legs as a function of the distance δRsep between the
two magnetic separatrices mapped to the outer mid-
plane. In Alcator C-Mod [19] and DIII-D [20], it was
found that the balance of heat flux going to the upper
and lower divertors was well fit by a hyperbolic tangent
function. In [19], based upon analytical considerations
and experimental data, the authors show that, in L-
and I-mode, the balance actually follows a logistic
function of δRsep. In terms of heat flux profiles, one of
the main parameters is the heat flux decay length, λq
[1], which was seen in DIII-D to be insensitive to the
magnetic balance far from the DN configuration, and
to have a complex dependency close to an ideal DN
configuration, depending on the observed divertor.

This article focuses upon a comparison of divertor
characteristics (in terms of heat fluxes and detachment
access) of SN and DN configurations, in standard and
alternative configurations on the TCV tokamak. It
is organized as follow. In section 2, we describe the
experimental setup and introduce the main diagnostics
used in this study. We then investigate in section 3 the
effect of the balance of the DN configurations on the
power exhaust properties, namely the power sharing
between the divertors and λq. In section 4, we explore
detachment in DN configurations, that are compared
to detachment in similar SN, both in a conventional
geometry, an X-Divertor and a Super-X divertor. A
summary and conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. Experimental setup and diagnostics
coverage

This study has been performed on the Tokamak à
Configuration Variable (TCV) [25] (major radius R0 =
0.88 m, minor radius a = 0.24 m, B0 ≈ 1.44 T).
Figure 1 plots typical DN configurations developed and
studied in this work. For the discharge presented in
the left panel, the High-Field Side baffle, introduced in
the framework of the TCV Divertor Upgrade [26, 27],
was installed, while the longer Low-Field Side baffle
was absent. In the DN configuration, with this
inner baffle, the particle flux reaching the top of the
baffle is lower by 1-2 orders of magnitude than that
reaching the (lower) inner strike point. Therefore,
this baffle is not expected to affect significantly the
measurements. The radial position of the gas valve
used for the fueling is indicated by the black rectangle
in the left panel of figure 1. D2 is injected at a
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fueling rate controlled by a feedback loop based on
the line-averaged density 〈ne〉 measured by a vertical
chord of a Far-Infrared interferometer. Wall-embedded
Langmuir Probes (LPs) [28, 29, 30] are indicated by the
blue dots with red squares indicating the locations of
the Thomson Scattering measurements [31]. Two fast
infrared cameras are used to simultaneously measure
the divertor heat loads at both lower strike points [32].
Their fields of view are indicated by the cyan areas
drawn in figure 1. The MANTIS diagnostic [33, 34]
(not shown) images the lower divertor simultaneously
at several wavelengths. In this paper, we will focus
upon CIII (465.8 nm) line emission. The captured
images are tomographically inverted to obtain two-
dimensional poloidal maps of the emissivity. It was
shown in previous TCV studies that the position of the
CIII front along a divertor leg provides a convenient
tool to assess the detached status of the divertor [35,
10, 36]. This front is determined as the location where
the emissivity profile along the outer leg has decreased
by 50% [35]. Due to its strong dependency upon the
local electron temperature, the CIII front location was
found to be a good indicator of a low temperature
region along the outer leg. The upper divertor is also
imaged using a fast camera (FastCam) equipped with
a similar filter to monitor the same CIII emission line.
However, this system’s alignment was not calibrated,
impeding tomographic inversions. Therefore, the
location of the CIII front along the upper divertor leg
is estimated from toroidally integrated measurements,
as described in section 4.2.

3. Double-null balance investigation

In a reactor, operation in a magnetically balanced
DN divertor will be challenging, and the precision
required for the magnetic balance of the configuration
may place significant constraints on the control
system, equilibrium diagnostics and reconstruction
capabilities. Therefore, it is critical to know how
quantities of interest, such as the power sharing
between the targets, are affected by the magnetic
balance.

The magnetic balance is quantified by δRsep, the
radial distance between the two separatrices at the
outer midplane, estimated here from the magnetic
equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE [37]. In our
convention, δRsep < 0 mm corresponds to an Upper
Single Null (USN) while δRsep > 0 mm corresponds to
a Lower Single Null (LSN). A magnetically balanced
DN is achieved when δRsep = 0 mm. In this section,
we discuss a set of constant line-averaged density
discharges where δRsep is varied from −32 mm to
16 mm within a single discharge, Figure 2. Here,
parameters (IP = 300 kA, Bt = 1.44 T, 〈ne〉= 6.8−8×
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Figure 1. Typical DN shapes investigated in this paper.
The blue dots correspond to wall-embedded Langmuir probes
that were available for all shots presented in this study. The
red squares indicate the locations of the Thomson Scattering
measurements. The two cyan regions show the field of view of
the two infrared cameras. The black rectangle at the bottom of
the machine indicates the poloidal location of the gas valve used
for fueling.

1019 m−3) are kept relatively constant. We note that at
this plasma current, the quoted values of line-averaged
density result in attached divertor conditions.

Infra-Red measurements show that no power
arrives at the lower divertor for δRsep � 0 mm
(Figure 3, panel a). As δRsep is increased, the lower
divertor receives an increasing fraction of the exhaust
power that saturates as the configuration becomes
a LSN. Ultimately, approximately 75% of the power
expected from power balance reaches the divertor.
This incomplete power balance is a common issue
in tokamak plasma research, and the reason for this
discrepancy in TCV is currently unknown, but the
subject of continued investigation.

The distribution of the power to the lower divertor
between outer (blue points) and inner (red points)
leg reveals that the outer strike point activates first
when transiting to a LSN (Figure 3b). The integrated
infrared measurements are well fitted using a logistic
fit (equation 1) following analytical considerations for
the power sharing between the two outer legs (Figure
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Figure 2. The different magnetic configurations achieved during a single discharge where δRsep is varied from −32 mm up to
16 mm. The discharge starts from an USN shape (left) and evolves towards a LSN (right), passing by the DN shape (center).

3) [19].

P =
P0

1 + e−
δRsep−δ0

λ0

(1)

This function describes an increase in the power to
the strikepoint(s) from 0 to P0 as δRsep increases
from strongly negative to strongly positive. δ0 is the
value for δRsep at which half of the power increase is
achieved. λ0 indicates the sensitivity of P on δRsep

and, within the simplified assumptions of this model
[19], is expected to equal the e-folding width of the
heat flux, λq. When fitting equation 1 to the total
power to the lower divertor (the sum of the power to
the OSP and to the ISP), figure 3a, λ0 (λ0 ≈ 3 mm)
is indeed of the order of the λq estimated from target
IR measurements (λq ≈ 3 − 4 mm, typical for such
plasma current in L-Mode). According to equation
1, for |δRsep| . λq/2 (assuming δ0 ≈ 0) a good
power sharing between upper and lower divertor can
be achieved, with between 37% to 63% of the exhaust
power going to the lower one.

Considering now the power to the inner and outer
lower strike-points separately, Fig. 3b, we find that,
for |δRsep| < 5 mm, between 55% and 75% of the
power going to the lower divertor arrives at the lower
outer strike-point. A significant fraction of the exhaust
power directed to the lower divertor is, thus, still
transported to the lower inner target (between 25%-
45%, and around 30% for δRsep = 0 mm). This
fraction is higher than that for L-modes in Alcator
C-Mod [19] and that expected from first principle

simulations [38]. Exploring further this difference
would require simultaneous IR diagnosis of all four
strike-points of these configurations, currently not
available. While ballooning transport favors energy
exhaust at the Low-Field Side, a fraction of the energy
may still be exhausted at the High-Field Side, reaching
the inner targets. Another possible reason for this high
level of power to the inner strike-point could be due
to the presence of transport in the vicinity of the X-
points (both at the top and the bottom, due to E ×B
drifts, turbulence,...), that would allow part of the
power exhausted through the Low-Field Side to cross
the separatrix at the X-point and flow to the inner
targets.

Let us now turn to the scrape-off layer width,
λq. Figure 4 plots λq estimates for two values of
〈ne〉 (6.8 × 1019 m−3 and 8 × 1019 m−3), the former
corresponding to an attached plasma while the latter
is slightly detached, as will be shown later in this
work. For δRsep ≥ 0 mm, the lower outer target
heat flux profiles, observed with the infrared system,
are remapped by projecting the heat flux profile from
the divertor to the midplane, and then an Eich-fit is
applied to determine λq [1]. λq remains fairly constant
(λq ≈ 3 − 4 mm) for all δRsep > 0 mm (Figure
4b). In particular, the somewhat complex evolution
of λq observed in Ref. [20] near δRsep = 0 mm is
not retrieved, although we are limited by the Infrared
coverage that provides no data for δRsep ≤ 0 mm. This
was circumvented by re-evaluating λq using Thomson
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Figure 3. (Panel a) Evolution of the normalized total power
(inner and outer strike point) going to the lower divertor Plower,
as a function of δRsep, determined from Infrared measurements.
(Panel b) Evolution of the power going to the lower outer (blue)
and lower inner (red) strike-points, normalized to the maximum
power reaching the entire lower divertor when δRsep � 0, as a
function of δRsep. The solid lines correspond to logistic fits, eq.
1.

Scattering (TS) measurements of λTe and λn, the
characteristic decay length of the electron temperature
and density, following the procedure detailed in Ref.
[39]. λq can be estimated from

λcondq =
2

7
λTe (2)

for a conduction-limited SOL, and

λconvq =

(
3

2λTe
+

1

λn

)−1
(3)

for a flux-limited SOL. Although λq differs substan-
tially when evaluated from equation 2 or 3, it remains
fairly constant with δRsep, figure 4a.

Ultimately, a key quantity of interest is the peak
heat flux. Its value at the lower outer target decreases
as the configuration evolves towards an USN (Figure
4c). Near δRsep = 0 mm, it is 60% of its value in
LSN, showing that DN remains a promising solution
to reduce the target peak heat flux.

#62878, #62882

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4. (panel a) Upstream λq determined from Thomson
Scattering measurements using equations 2 and 3 [39] as function
of δRsep. (panel b) Lower outer target λq (remapped upstream)
determined from Infrared measurements as function of δRsep

The grey data points correspond to the points of panel (a).
(panel c) Peak parallel heat-flux determined from Infrared
measurements as function of δRsep at the lower outer target.
Blue and red datapoints correspond to a discharge at 〈ne〉=
6.8× 1019 m−3 and 〈ne〉= 8× 1019 m−3, respectively.

4. Investigation of detachment in double-null
configurations

4.1. Motivation for alternative divertor geometries
and their implementation as DNs

We commence this section with a short summary
of the potential benefits that may be expected from
alternative divertor magnetic geometries in terms of
detachment behavior. For a more detailed analysis, the
reader is referred to Ref. [40, 10] and references therein.
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Using an extended two-point model that includes the
variations of the major radius along the divertor leg
and radiation losses, the target electron temperature
T t
e is found to scale as [10]

T t
e ∝

(
qu‖

)10/7

(1− frad)
2

n2uL
4/7
‖

R2
u

R2
t

(4)

where qu‖ is the upstream parallel heat flux, nu the
upstream density, frad the fraction of qu‖ that is
radiated before reaching the target, L‖ the parallel
connection length, Ru the upstream radial position
and Rt the target radial position. Equation 4 implies
that low T t

e can be achieved for a given qu‖ and nu by
increasing frad, L‖, or Rt. Here, we focus mainly on
L‖ and Rt, which are related to the divertor geometry.
L‖ can be increased, for instance, by increasing the
poloidal flux expansion (fx), which also leads to an
increase of the divertor volume, possibly leading to
an increased frad. In TCV L-mode plasmas, while
increasing fx leads to deeper detachment, for a given
line-averaged density, a strong effect on the detachment
threshold is not observed [10]. Increasing the radial
position of the strike-point, Rt, results in the so-called
Super-X configuration. However, TCV experiments
found little influence on detachment characteristics
in non-baffled conditions [10], a result recovered for
intermediate Rt cases in SOLPS-ITER simulation [41]
and explained by a reduction in divertor neutral
trapping with increasing Rt.

One hypothesis that is often used when predicting
the behavior of advanced divertor geometries is
that qu‖ remains constant for all geometries. In
general however, alternative geometries only affect
one (typically the outer) divertor leg. The power
flux leaving the separatrix from the low-field-side will
be distributed between the two main divertor legs.
Assuming that this power is transferred to the divertor
targets via conduction (as assumed by the two-point
model), that the upstream temperature is considerably
higher than the target temperature, that B ∝ 1/R and
that no dissipation occurs along the flux tube, one can
show that [42]

qo‖

qi‖ + qo‖
=

1

1 +
Lo‖
Li‖

≈
Li
‖

Lo
‖

for Lo
‖ � L

i
‖ (5)

where qo‖ (resp. qi‖) is the parallel heat flux to

the outer (resp. inner) target and Lo
‖ (resp. Li

‖)

is the parallel connection length to the outer (resp.
inner) target weighted by the inverse major radius [42].
Alternative geometries, such as the X-Divertor, will
tend to increase Lo

‖. However, according to equation 5,

this also results in a reduction in
qo‖

qi‖+qo‖
, and, thus, an

increase in the power to the inner target. Such a change

in power sharing with connection length was shown
experimentally in Ref. [42]. Optimizing the geometry
at the outer target for detachment may, therefore,
come at the expense of the inner target, where
applying alternative geometries is more challenging
[6]. A possible solution is the DN configuration. By
distributing most of the output power between two
outer targets, the power sharing issue between inner
and outer legs is naturally addressed. Furthermore,
alternative geometries may more easily be applied
to the two main active legs in the DN, being both
outer legs. Therefore, in the following, we extend the
alternative geometries studies in TCV to poloidal flux
expansion in DN and DN Super-X configurations.

4.2. DN vs LSN for different values of poloidal flux
expansion

We investigate the impact of poloidal flux expansion
on detachment in LSN and DN. The scenario is an
Ohmically heated plasma with a plasma current of Ip =
250 kA and with the ion ∇B-drift pointing upwards
in the TCV chamber. The divertor shape is varied to
change fx at the target (figure 5a-c). The line-averaged
density 〈ne〉 is linearly increased from 5 × 1019 m−3

to 11 − 12 × 1019 m−3 in the LSN configurations,
whereas the DN configurations generally disrupt at
lower densities ( 10×1019 m−3). For the Double-Nulls,
δRsep typically stays within within -1mm and +2mm,
that is, below the estimated λq (4− 5 mm), Figure 5f.
These discharges are summarized in Table 1.

Discharge IP target fx Configuration
66260 250 kA ≈ 3.5 DN
66263 250 kA ≈ 6 DN
66619 250 kA ≈ 6− 8 DN
66265 250 kA ≈ 3.5 LSN
66269 250 kA ≈ 6 LSN
66620 250 kA ≈ 6− 8 LSN

Table 1. Summary of the main plasma discharges used in this
section.

In LSN, power is shared between the inner and
outer leg, whereas in DN, the power is mainly shared
between upper and lower outer legs. In the following,
we therefore compare the lower outer DN leg with the
lower LSN outer leg and the DN’s upper outer leg with
the LSN’s inner leg.

We first consider the lower outer divertor of the
DN and the outer divertor of the LSN. A clear roll-
over in the integrated target ion flux is observed at the
outer target of the LSN, at 〈ne〉 ≈ 8.5 × 1019 m−3 for
fx = 6 − 8 and 〈ne〉 ≈ 9.5 × 1019 m−3 for fx = 3.5,
Figure 6c. In the DN configurations, a saturation (for
fx = 3.5 and fx = 6) of the integrated target ion flux
is observed already at 〈ne〉 ≈ 6.5 × 1019 m−3 (Figure
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3.5
d)

e)

f)

Figure 5. Left panels (a,b,c): DN configurations (blue) with varying flux expansion, compared to reference LSN (red). Right
panels: d) Outer targets flux expansion of the DN cases, as a function of the distance to the separatrix (remapped upstream). e)
Parallel connection length L‖ to the outer targets, as a function of the distance to the separatrix (remapped upstream). The solid
(resp. dashed) lines indicate quantities at the lower (resp. upper) outer target. f) δRsep inferred from the equilibrium magnetic
reconstruction as a function of time.

6c), where the peak ion flux is also seen to roll-over
(Figure 6d) for fx = 3.5.

The earlier, LP-inferred, detachment of the lower
outer leg in DN is consistent with the CIII emissivity
front observations, that show an earlier movement of
the CIII front for the DN, another indication of a
lower detachment threshold (Figure 7). Defining a
detachment threshold of the lower outer leg, somewhat
arbitrary, as a poloidal distance of 15 cm between
the CIII front and the X-point [43, 36], we obtain
a threshold at 〈ne〉 = 6.5 × 1019 ± 10% m−3 for
the DN and 〈ne〉 = 8.7 × 1019 ± 10% m−3 for the
LSN configurations. This is compatible with the
observations from the target current measurements in
Figures 6c and 6d.

Overall, these discharges show no clear depen-
dence on fx in terms of detachment onset. For the
LSN, both integrated target ion flux and CIII front
displacement show a similar, non-monotonic trend with
fx, that is however small enough to possibly stem from
experimental scatter. For the DN, the CIII front move-
ment at fx = 3.5 and fx = 6 are almost identical. At
fx = 6 − 8, the front moves even later. However, this
effect is relatively small and might also be related to
a slightly larger δRsep in this case (Figure 5f) or to

experimental uncertainties.
We now compare the upper outer leg of the DN

to the inner leg of the LSN. In DNs, the integrated
particle flux continues to increase with 〈ne〉 (Figure
6a), while a decrease in the peak parallel particle flux
can be observed (Figure 6b) at 〈ne〉 ≈ 7.5× 1019 m−3.
Thus, the upper outer leg starts to (partially) detach
immediately before the disruption. In LSN, there
are also indications of a saturation of the integrated
particle flux, associated with a decrease of the peak
parallel particle flux. This decrease occurs at higher
density than in the DN and at a similar density as the
roll-over of the LSN’s outer leg. This could indicate
that the inner strike point in the LSN cases is starting
to partially detach just before the disruption of the
LSN.

CIII filtered images were used to further compare
the dynamics of the upper strikepoint of the DNs to
the inner strike point of the LSN. In DN, we observe a
movement of the CIII emission front towards the upper
X-point for all cases (Figures 8 and 9). The fastCam
diagnostic was not adequately spatially calibrated to
permit an estimate of the CIII front movement from a
tomographically inverted emissivity map as in Figure
7. Simpler image processing was instead used to assess
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Upper outer (DN) and 

inner (LSN) divertor

Lower outer divertor

a)

c)

Single-Null (dashed)

Single-Null (dashed) Single-Null (dashed)

Single-Null (dashed)
Double-Null (solid)

Double-Nu l (solid)

Double Null (solid)

Double-Null (solid)

Upper outer (DN) and 

inner (LSN) divertor

Figure 6. (panel a) Integrated particle flux going to the upper outer leg of the DN and the inner leg of LSN configurations for
varying flux expansion, as a function of 〈ne〉. The grey line, plotted for reference, corresponds to the ion flux going to the lower
inner leg of the fx = 3.5 DN case. (panel b) Peak parallel particle flux going to the upper outer leg of the DN and the lower inner
leg of the SN, as a function of 〈ne〉. (panel c and d) Integrated and peak particle flux going to the lower outer leg of the DN and
LSN configurations for varying flux expansion, as a function of 〈ne〉.

the CIII front position from the toroidally integrated
images. A distance along the leg is computed by
determining the number of pixels between the X-point
and the CIII front normalized to the number of pixels
between the X-point and the outer strike-point, in
the vertical direction. To reduce noise, a Gaussian
Smoothing Filter with σ = 2 is applied to the image
frames before the CIII front position determination.
This is then applied to the images of the upper divertor
and, for comparison, to the lower divertor images
(Figure 9). For the lower divertor, this yields similar
results to the MANTIS inversions (Figure 7). For the
upper divertor, the CIII front is found to move slightly
earlier than for the lower leg of the LSN, in agreement
with Langmuir Probe measurements. The movement

appears rapid and precedes a disruption, indicating
a narrow detachment window in 〈ne〉 for the upper
outer divertor leg of the DN. For LSN, a movement
of the CIII front, along the inner leg, towards the X-
point is also observed, figure 10. This indicates inner
leg cooling, although it occurs when 〈ne〉is similar or
higher to that at which the CIII front recedes from
the outer target, in agreement with LP observations
(Figure 6).

The LP measurements and CIII front analysis
in figures 6-10 thus suggest the following order in
detachment onset as a function of 〈ne〉 for the active
legs in LSN and DN. First, in these discharges with
the ion ∇B-drift pointing upwards, the lower outer leg
of the DN detaches. Next, it is the upper outer leg
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Figure 7. Poloidal distance between the CIII front and the X-
point as a function of the line-averaged density 〈ne〉 for the lower
outer divertor leg of the DN (circles) and the SN (triangles),
determined from tomographic inversions.

Figure 8. Left panel: magnetic geometry of the fx = 3.5
case. The black rectangles indicate the approximate Field of
View of the FastCam imaging the upper divertor (top rectangle)
and of the MANTIS diagnostic (lower rectangle). Right panels:
Spectraly filtered (CIII) images of the upper divertor (top line)
and bottom divertor (bottom line) at different 〈ne〉 for the
fx = 3.5 case investigated in this section.

of the DN that detaches. It does so relatively quickly,
preceding a disruption. Only later, the outer leg of
the LSN and then the inner leg of the LSN detach.
In the following, we demonstrate, more directly, that
in a DN, the CIII fronts of the two active legs can be
closer to the X-points than the CIII front in both active
legs of a comparable SN. We perform a δRsep scan,
similar to the higher current case in 2, for fx = 3.5
(IP = 250 kA). The target line-averaged density is
〈ne〉≈ 7.4× 1019 m−3, where we expect the DN’s CIII
front to be detached. With continual shape changes,

density control was imperfect with 〈ne〉 changing±10%
around the nominal value, as shown in the inset of
figure 11. The lower divertor’s CIII front location
reveals that in the LSN phase, the fronts of both inner
and outer legs remain at the target, indicating that
the plasma remains attached. As the configuration
shifts towards a DN, the front of the lower outer leg
moves up, indicating a progressive lowering of the outer
leg temperature (Figure 11). In the DN phase, the
CIII fronts in both active legs are clearly separated
from the targets. We note, however, that the CIII
front is closer to the target for the upper divertor, in
agreement with the observations of figure 9, and may
be a manifestation of the effect of drifts. As the shape
transitions from DN to USN, the CIII front moves
towards the outer upper target along the outer leg and
also re-attaches to the inner target.

We thus find that the DN shows an easier
access to detachment, for both its active legs, than
the SN. Furthermore, the change from SN to DN
clearly has a much stronger effect than the two-fold
increase in poloidal flux expansion explored in both
geometries. In Fig. 12, we present the change with
geometry of another important quantity, the total
radiated power, Prad, estimated from bolometry. DN
plasmas radiate a higher absolute power (Figure 12a)
and a higher normalized power (normalized to the
Ohmic heating power) for a given 〈ne〉 (Figure 12b).
With four strike points, this may be explained by
a change in carbon transport, or increased carbon
erosion, leading to higher impurity concentration and,
consequently, higher levels of radiation. Zeff and the
core radiation of LSN and DN cases do not, however,
show significant differences. This indicates that the
improved radiation fractions stem from the activity
surrounding two divertors and two active X-points
in the DN configuration, and the presence of two
radiation fronts, increasing the potential interest of
DN configurations as more efficient radiators. In the
LSN, the low fx case appears to radiate slightly less
power than higher fx cases, perhaps, hinting at some
effect of fx on power radiation. This contrasts to DN
configurations, where the radiated power is very similar
for all fx (Figure 12).

To conclude this section, it is found that transiting
from LSN to DN configurations leads to a decrease in
the detachment threshold, together with an increase
in the radiated power. It also seems that the earlier
detachment is reflected in a lower density limit, where
detachment of the upper outer leg only just precedes
a disruption. Increasing the flux expansion by a
factor 2 at the outer targets does not lead to a
significant improvement of the detachment properties
of the divertors.
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Figure 9. (top line) Normalized distance of the CIII front to the X-point in the upper outer leg for the fx = 3.5 (panel a), fx = 6
(panel b), fx = 6− 8 (panel c) DN cases, as a function of 〈ne〉. (bottom line) Normalized distance of the CIII front to the X-point
in the lower outer leg for the fx = 3.5 (panel a), fx = 6 (panel b), fx = 6− 8 (panel c) Lower Single Null (red) and DN (blue) cases,
as a function of 〈ne〉. In this figure, a a non-tomographic technique is used to determine the CIII front position.

4.3. DN vs LSN for different values of Rt

Here, we investigate the impact of the Super-X divertor
(total flux expansion) on detachment in LSN and DN.
The chosen scenario is an Ohmically heated plasma
with a plasma current of Ip = 300 kA with the ion
∇B-drift pointing away from the lower X-point. The
shape of the divertor is modified to change the target
major radius (left panels of figure 13). The line-
averaged density 〈ne〉 is then linearly increased from
5 to 10× 1019 m−3 in the LSN configurations, whereas
the DN configurations disrupt at lower densities. For
the DNs, δRsep is typically within ±3 mm, Figure 13,
while the estimated λq for these discharges is around
4 mm, Figure 3. These discharges are summarized in
Table 2.

Discharge IP Rt Configuration
63360, 63366 300 kA 0.99 m DN
63363 300 kA 0.76 m DN
63361 300 kA 0.99 m LSN
63365, 63389 300 kA 0.76 m LSN

Table 2. Summary of the main plasma discharges used in this
section.

A rise of the integrated particle flux at the lower

divertor is seen in DN as 〈ne〉 increases, that rolls
over at approximately 〈ne〉 ≈ 7.5 × 1019 m−3 for high
Rt and 〈ne〉 ≈ 8.2 × 1019 m−3 for the medium Rt

(Figure 14b). This roll-over occurs at higher 〈ne〉 for
the LSN (〈ne〉 ≈ 9.5 × 1019 m−3 for high Rt and
〈ne〉 ≈ 11×1019 m−3 for medium Rt) (Figure 14b). For
DN, the flux to the lower divertor appears higher than
to the upper divertor (Figure 14a), which is surprising,
as one would expect them to be similar or their ratio
reversed, since the E × B is directed upwards. This
could, in part, be ascribed to the slight imbalance of
the configurations towards LSN, as shown in figure 13.
The integrated particle flux to the upper outer divertor
in DN saturates at 〈ne〉 ≈ 9×1019 m−3 for bothRt. For
LSN, the flux to the inner target continues to increase
with 〈ne〉 in both configurations, a sign that the inner
leg remains attached.

From Langmuir probe measurements, and consis-
tent with the findings in 4.2, the DN’s lower outer leg
detaches first, followed shortly by the upper outer leg.
The outer leg of the LSN detaches only at values of
〈ne〉 that are similar, or higher, to those at which the
upper outer leg detaches in DN. These observations are
supported by the CIII filtered images. Tomographic in-
versions of the lower divertor imaging show DN cases
feature an earlier movement of the CIII front than the
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Figure 10. Tomographic inversions of the filtered (CIII) images of the lower divertor at different 〈ne〉 for the fx = 3.5 case
investigated in this section in DN (top line) and LSN (bottom line).

LSN, a further indication that they have a lower de-
tachment threshold, Figure 15. As in the previous
section, we use a 15 cm X-point radiation front sep-
aration to determine the density threshold for detach-
ment onset. For DN, this is 〈ne〉 ≈ 7.25 × 1019 m−3

and 〈ne〉 ≈ 8 × 1019 m−3. for medium and large Rt,
respectively. This 10% difference should not be con-
sidered significative, as Rt changed by 30%, and the
result is opposite to the trend expected from equation
4. For LSN, this threshold is 〈ne〉 ≈ 9.5×1019 m−3 for
both cases.

For the upper divertor, considering toroidal
integration effects and a limited field of view that
masks part of the leg in the large Rt case, no direct
comparison between the medium and large Rt may
be drawn. In both cases, a clear movement of the
CIII front towards the X-point is, however, observed,
indicating that the upper leg is also detaching (see
Figure 16 for the medium Rt case.). This is compatible
with Langmuir probe data (figure 14), adding further
support to detachment in the lower divertor being
not due to a simple shift of the configuration towards
an USN. Thus, similarly to the discharges studies
in section 4.2, for an 〈ne〉 ramp, the experimental

sequence becomes: detachment of the lower outer leg,
followed by the detachment of the upper outer leg for
a DN, and, only at higher values, detachment of the
outer leg of the LSN. No clear signs of detachment are
apparent here for the LSN’s inner leg.

As in the fx-scan of section 4.2, the total radiated
power, Prad, estimated from bolometry indicates that
DN plasmas radiate more absolute (Figure 17a) and
normalized power (wrt Ohmic heating power) for a
given 〈ne〉 (Figure 17b) although, at large Rt, the
difference to the LSN reduces for higher 〈ne〉.

Let us return to the question of the required
closeness to a perfect DN. We use the CIII front as
an indicator of the detached status of the divertor, as
it depends strongly on the local temperature. Figure
18 plots the poloidal distance of the CIII outer lower
leg front from the X-point as a function of δRsep for
two different values of 〈ne〉. For δRsep < 0 mm, the
CIII front moves towards the X-point, as expected,
since the lower outer divertor ceases to participate.
For δRsep > 0 mm, however, it remains close to
the target. For both values of 〈ne〉, the CIII front
position as a function of δRsep is well parameterized
by equation 1, shown as solid lines in figure 18. For
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Figure 11. (top) (left axis) Evolution of the distance of the
CIII front from the X-point for the lower divertor and the upper
divertor. (right axis) Evolution of δRsep as a function of time.
(insert) Evolution of 〈ne〉 in the discharge, normalized to the
average density in the DN phase (〈ne〉=7.4 × 1019 m−3). The
vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the times at which the picture
displayed in the bottom part of the figure are taken. (bottom)
(left) Plasma geometry in the DN phase and fields of view of
the FastCam (upper divertor) and MANTIS (bottom divertor).
(right, upper row) Images of the upper divertor. (right, lower
row) Images of the lower divertor. In shot 68328, no MANTIS
data was available. Therefore, Mantis data was taken from a
similar discharge (68330).

the lower density case (〈ne〉 = 6.8 × 1019 m−3), a fit
gives λ0 ≈ 1.6 mm, i.e. about half of the estimated λq
for these plasmas. At slightly higher density (〈ne〉 =
8 × 1019 m−3), λ0 ≈ 2.9 mm. This indicates that, as
density increases and the divertor plasma approaches
detachment, the CIII front location (and hence the
outer leg’s temperature profile) is less sensitive to
changes in δRsep. This may result from a broadening of
SOL profiles, observed in TCV in detached conditions
for the LSN [44], and that would diminish the required
control of the magnetic configuration mentioned in the
introduction, in the framework of a reactor operating
with a highly dissipative divertor.
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and DN (sold lines) configurations at different flux expansion fx.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In this article, we explored Double-Null configurations
in conventional and advanced geometries, and com-
pared their behavior to Single-Null configurations, with
particular emphasis on their detachment characteris-
tics. Results for attached conditions are mostly in line
with previous studies on other devices. A high degree
of power sharing between upper and lower divertor is
achieved for |δRsep| . λq/2, resulting in an approxi-
mate 30% reduction in the lower outer heat flux (inte-
gral and peak) as compared to a Lower Single-Null. In-
frared and Thomson-Scattering measurements both in-
dicate no strong dependence of λq on δRsep. Langmuir
probes and CIII-filtered imaging were used to explore
the configurations’ detachment characteristics across
core density ramps. Transiting from a Single-Null to a
Double-Null led to a clear reduction in the detachment
threshold (by approx. 20-25%) for the outer targets.
The radiated power fraction is also seen to increase by
approximately 50%, whereas density limit reduces by
∼10%-20% as compared to LSN counterparts.

One possible limitation of alternative divertor
configurations in Single-Null is that an improvement
at the outer target potentially comes at the cost of
increased problems at the inner target [6]. Such
effect is sidestepped by the Double-Null. This
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reconstruction as a function of time

motivated a scan of poloidal flux expansion at both
outer strikepoints (by a factor 2), and of the total
flux expansion (by 35%). Changing poloidal flux
expansion had little effect on the detachment threshold
in Single-Null (see also [10]), and no effect for Double-
Nulls. Similar observations were drawn for the
total flux expansion, where a 30% change in LSN
and DN configurations also had little effect on the
detachment threshold. This is in line with previous
TCV works in LSN geometries where expected effects
of poloidal and toroidal flux expansion on the
detachment threshold [10, 41] were not recovered.
For the ensemble of explored plasma parameters
and (relatively modest) geometrical modifications, no
strong effects on exhaust performance were observed
for Double-Null configurations.

The discharges analyzed in this paper were
performed without advanced real-time control of the
magnetic balance δRsep. It proved, however, possible
to maintain δRsep close to 0 mm. While this could

be more challenging in a bigger machine operating in
H-Mode with control coils possibly further away from
the plasma, observations on the CIII front behavior
indicate that in detached divertors, the margins for
control may be higher than in attached divertors.

In conclusion, operation of Double-null with
simultaneously detached outer legs shows considerable
promise. The expected benefits of alternative divertor
configurations, found to be relatively marginal in
this study, are expected to be more pronounced
for higher power conditions and further optimized
configurations, in particular with improved divertor
closure [27, 36], which will soon be explored in MAST-
U [45]. Finally, we note that this paper investigated
the physics benefits of operating in a Double-Null
configuration, revealing some promising benefits. From
an engineering point of view, the suitability of the
double-null configuration for reactor operation remains
an open question. In particular, maintaining a
balanced double-null configuration for a higher power,
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Lower outer divertor

Figure 14. (a) Integrated particle flux going to the upper outer
leg of the DN configurations and the inner target of the LSN for
varying Rt, as a function of 〈ne〉. (b) Integrated particle flux
going to the lower outer leg of the DN and LSN configurations
for varying Rt, as a function of 〈ne〉.

higher magnetic field tokamak could prove a very
challenging task, due to the expected small value of
λq [1].
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